PURPOSE

Delivering the
Ultimate Fan Experience
An Interview with Scott O’Neil, Chief Executive Officer, Harris Blitzer Sports & Entertainment
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COMPANY BRIEF Harris Blitzer Sports &
Entertainment (HBSE.com) is a leading sports
and entertainment company with a focus on
delivering the ultimate fan experience and
developing and enhancing the communities in which its teams live, work, play and
perform. HBSE’s portfolio includes premier
franchises, brands, venues, and investment
platforms, centered around three marquee
assets, the NBA’s Philadelphia 76ers, the
NHL’s New Jersey Devils and the Prudential
Center in Newark, New Jersey. In addition to
these marquee franchises, HBSE has added
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How critical is culture to the success of
Harris Blitzer Sports & Entertainment and
how do you describe the HBSE culture?
At HBSE we aspire to create the best
place to work in the world. We have a culture that celebrates hard work, an entrepreneurial spirit, diversity of thought, approach
and experience and those who believe that
our platform can be leveraged to change
the communities where we live, work and
play for the better. We spend an inordinate
amount of time on leadership development
and obsess about learning and growing as
professionals and people. We fight the status quo and challenge assumptions and
each other, because we are interested in
operating at a world-class level. We believe
that the right data, research and analytics
will help us learn from our failures quicker
and avoid making the same mistakes twice,
but we fully recognize that to accomplish
something great, we will have to take risks
and they will not all give the outcome we
intended. We treat people with respect,
always, and celebrate character as much as
we celebrate talent.
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“Doing good is good
business – it helps
recruit extraordinary
talent, strengthens
communities and
enables learning,
development and
engagement internally.”
How has HBSE adapted its business to
address the challenges caused by the pandemic?
We run a business that is driven for and by
fans attending our games, shows and concerts
live, and that is not currently happening. We
have also had a very difficult financial year. Our
thesis, though, since the COVID-19 shutdown
has been relatively simple: focus on total wellness of employees, preserve the culture even as
we work remotely, take the necessary steps to
preserve the machine we built to drive the business so we will make a near full rebound over
the 2021-22 season, manage expenses tightly
and be opportunistic in looking for growth
opportunities. The organization has continued
to thrive as a culture and through our results.
HBSE is committed to corporate responsibility and community engagement. Do you
feel that this is a responsibility of leading
companies and what do you see as the role of
business in being a force for good in society?
Doing good is good business – it helps recruit
extraordinary talent, strengthens communities and
enables learning, development and engagement
internally. When you work at HBSE, you commit
to serving 76 hours in the community. Our players
with the Philadelphia 76ers and New Jersey Devils
can be found visiting children in the hospital,
marching for social justice, engaging in causes on
social media, celebrating the military and providing opportunities for those less fortunate. Serving
others is in our DNA at HBSE.
Will you discuss your new book, Be
Where Your Feet Are, and your vision
for writing the book?
Be Where Your Feet Are is a book for leaders
and aspiring leaders and is perfectly tailored for
the world today as we begin to define and create the new normal. It is a mind-body-soul meets
leading-with-purpose book about understanding
your core commitments as a leader and living a
life that is present and dedicated to learning from
your experiences. The book features insights and
life lessons from some of the most influential
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business, sports and entertainment people and
personalities in the world – from athletes to an
NBA Commissioner, and even an award-winning
filmmaker. It is not a victory lap tour – instead,
the book is a raw and unadulterated look into
some missteps, failures and subsequent lessons.
The book is intended to introduce themes and
exercises on topics like WMI (what’s most important), API (assume positive intent) and Be Where
Your Feet Are, which dispels the notion of worklife balance. My vision is that this will push readers
to assess their priorities, challenge their notions
of success, and plan to take a step toward being
more present at work, home and in relationships.

Was it important for you to highlight
your own struggles, successes, and actionable
lessons as a thread throughout the book?
In this filtered, Instagram world we live in,
we often have this view that everything is picture
perfect. Life on the other hand is, well, messy.
Career trajectories are rarely linear and even
the most overtly successful ones are littered with
unseen issues and failures. Relationships too
are often a far cry from the fairy tales we watch
on the silver screen. We lose our jobs, we say
the wrong thing, do the wrong thing, yet it was
important to me to showcase why failure, disappointment and mistakes are often better teachers
than smooth, easy wins.
W h o we r e yo u f o c u s e d on reaching with the book and what do you hope
people will take away from it?
The book is targeted for anyone interested in getting better, being better and
doing better at work, life, relationships and
in their community. Be Where Your Feet Are
is written for high-performance leaders and
aspiring leaders and will stretch C-suite executives and those who are looking to get there
some day.
What advice do you offer to young
people interested in building a career in
the sports and entertainment industry during this challenging and uncertain time?
Over the years, I have seen a formula
for success in young people in the sports and
entertainment business and it is very simple:
work unreasonably hard, be intellectually
curious and be an extraordinary teammate. If
you lean into these three core tenants, good
things will happen in your life and career. I also
encourage people early on in their careers to
go on LinkedIn and find similar situated peers
and reach out to connect, share thoughts, ideas
and what is working. In the end, the world is
small and getting smaller so the ability to have
relationships and market data come in very
handy along the way.
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